
 
         
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  

                                                                              
Keith Lowes          ZS5WFD    082 685-6666   Chairman, Hamnet, Sporting Events                                       
Brian Roodt          ZS5BR        082 823-6780   Assistant Chairman 
Odette McManus  ZS5OM       073 450-2196   Secretary & Treasurer  
Brad Glen   ZS5BG        082  994-3331  Repeaters 
Brad Phillips   ZS5Z           082 990-6533   Website & Email Infrastructure                                 
Glen Duffy  ZS5GD        082 962-6681   Hamnet Representative, QSL Manager, Sporting Events                                      
  
Sean Pritchard     ZS5X           072 365-4063   PRO, Clubhouse & Meetings 
Henry Rollandi     ZS5HR        083 294-2673   Technical 
Charly Dupont  ZS5DU        084 084-0422   Special Events, Digital (Satellites etc.) 
Geoff  Wagner      ZS5AGM     072 613-0543   Awards Manager, Supporting Role             
 
 Combined Committee Coordinator Portfolio  

 
Awards, Youth & Contesting                Whole Committee 
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 

 
Hotline, Bulletin Scheduling & Database       Tony Mayall  ZS5GR    031 7083078 
Clubhouse & meetings                 Derek McManus ZS5DM, assisting Sean ZS5X 
 
     HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof    145.625 Mhz   (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 145.000Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS access tone-under test 
 
HAMNET VHF    High Site? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
NATURN UHF   Kloof  Ch 1       434.650 Mhz (Rptr TX) & 433.050Mhz (Rptr Rx) 
                           Ridge Road            Ch 3               439.025 MHz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
                           Kensington             Ch 6                    439.275 Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.675Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CTCSS 
 
APRS:   144.800 MHz, ZS0DBN is our Durban based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
 
DSTAR: 144.925 MHz, trial Durban simplex frequency 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Highway Hotline December 2011  



BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 
code # 04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or 
scanned / info emailed to admin@harc.org.za or faxed to 0866 225 680. Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may 
be sent to P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620.  

2. The HARC Xmas party/Swap Shop will be held at the Interpretative Centre, Kloof Gorge, on the 16
th
 Dec. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

 
December 2011 
 
4

th
        Brian     ZS5BR       082 823-6780                       18

th
       Tony      ZS5ACB   031-7082626            

 
 
11

th
      Gary       ZS5NK     031-7010109                         25

th
       Sean       ZS5X      031 701-0656                       

        
     
 The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be available to 
read! 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BIRTHDAY BOOK 
December  2011 
 
07-Dec ZS5GV Angus Dick   
11-Dec ZR5SDB Sheldon Brown   
14-Dec ZS5WFD Keith Lowes   
19-Dec  Staci Holliday      Daughter of Cheryl & Dave  ZS5HN 
24-Dec  Troye Cohen       Son of Le-anne & Rob ZS5LA 
25-Dec  Angeline Smook  Daughter of Sharon & Rudi ZS5RS 
26-Dec  Amanda Roodt    Spouse of Brian ZS5BR  
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

FOR YOUR DIARY 
 All times quoted in SAST 

December 2011 
1 World Aids Day 
2 to 4 December - ARRL 160 metre contest 
3 December - Advanced Home Construction, Gau-teng 
4 December - Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society HF Contest 
9 Schools close 
10 and 11 December - ARRL 10 metre contest 
18 December - Stew Perry Top Band Challenge 
14 Geminids 16:35 UTC 
16 Day of Reconciliation 
16 HARC BOOTSALE 11h00, XMAS PARTY-LAMB ON THE SPIT LUNCH:12h00 @ Interpretative Centre Kloof Gorge-Site 
booked from 10h00-16h00 
21 December  - Summer Solstice 
25 Christmas Day 
26 Family Day 
26 December - DARC Christmas Contest 
31 December - end of 2011 CQ DX Marathon 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 

DSTAR News:  (-Ed) 
 
Latest News: Stations in Durban & district with DSTAR equipment: 
 

 ZS5BG  Brad, ZR5SDB  Sheldon, ZS5LPT   Dave, ZS5DD    Deon, ZS5HN    Dave, ZS5AK    Ash, Charly Du ZS5DU & 
ZS5GR  Tony 

 
          And maybe more..... 
 
We have a DSTAR Simplex test frequency in use, 144.925Mhz, listen with FM radios, you will hear a signal similar to 4800bps 
packet!  There is a possible DSTAR repeater on the way, watch, listen, we cannot wait! 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:admin@harc.org.za


An Article from Rob ZS5RHS:- IARU conference - the first time on African soil 
 
In this monthly feature, Hans van de Groenendaal ZS6AKV, executive chairman of the South African Amateur Radio Development 
Trust (SAARDT), looks at various technologies and activities that drive amateur radio. SAARDT is dedicated to the development of 
amateur radio in South Africa with a special interest in the youth. The organisation is funded by donations and supports the South 
African Radio League and SA AMSAT. 

 
In August this year South Africa hosted the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU) Region 1 triennial 
conference. This was the first time since the formation of the international body that this important policy-
making meeting has been held in SA and hosted by the South African Radio League (SARL). 
 
Following an informal meeting in 1924 of representatives from France, Great Britain, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Italy, Spain, Luxembourg, Canada, and the United States, a plan was formulated to hold an International 
Amateur Congress in Paris, France in April 1925, for the purpose of founding an international amateur radio 

Brahima Sanou, director, ITU  
Telecommunication 
Development Bureau.  

 
organisation. The congress was attended by representatives of 23 countries. A constitution for the IARU was adopted on 17 April 
1925, and the formation of the International Amateur Radio Union was ratified on 18 April 1925 at a formal meeting at the 
L’Université Paris-Sorbonne. The South African Radio Relay League, the forerunner of the SARL, joined the IARU later that year. 
 
The IARU is a confederation of national amateur radio organisations that allows a forum for common matters of concern and 
collectively represents matters to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The IARU is a sector member in the 
Radiocommunication and Telecommunication Development Sectors of the ITU. It participates in Plenipotentiary Conferences, 
World Radiocommunication Conferences and World Telecommunication Development Conferences. The IARU actively participates 
in ITU-R Study Groups, their Working Parties and Task Groups, the Radiocommunication Advisory Group (RAG), Conference 
Preparatory Meetings, and ITU-D Study Group 2. 
 
The opening address of the 2011 conference was delivered by Brahima Sanou, director, ITU Telecommunication Development 
Bureau on behalf of the ITU Secretary General,  
Dr. Hamadoun Touré, HB9EHT. 
 
He said that the amateur radio service is a very important public service. With its definition and objectives clearly stated in Article 25 
of the ITU Radio Regulations the IARU is truly an important and vital global community. 
 
"IARU Region 1 successfully represents the interests of all radio amateurs on various ITU-R and ITU-D study group meetings; and 
based on the Memarandum of understanding signed between the IARU and BDT, we are looking forward to IARU representation 
and contribution to our regional and sub-regional seminars and workshops.  

 
"I would like to note that the cooperation between ITU and IARU has been great. During my days as 
ITU regional director for Africa, we organised and co-financed many joint training activities with IARU 
with particular emphasis on the role of radio amateurs in emergency situations. I would like this 
cooperation to be strengthened as radiocommunication is a technology of choice when terrestrial 
networks are destroyed by natural disasters. For us who are committed to ensuring that radio 
resources are used to save lives in emergencies, we salute your efforts.  
 
 

The formation of the IARU on  

18 April 1925. 

 
"The ITU has been at the heart of information and communication technologies since they first began, more than 146 years ago, 
with the launch of the world’s first international telegraph services. Today, we continue in our efforts to connect the world and bridge 
the digital divide. The ITU initiative of establishing the Broadband Commission for Digital Development is proving useful in helping 
to achieve its mission of promoting the adoption of broadband-friendly practices and policies so that all the world’s people can take 
advantage of the benefits of broadband, particularly through the use of wireless solutions. 
 
"ITU-R study group 5 and specially Working Party 5A, thanks to very good contributions from the IARU, is looking closely at WRC-
12 agenda item 1.23. I am also pleased and proud to note that IARU is quite active in the work of ITU-D Study Group Question 22/2 
on the role of information and communication technologies in emergencies.  
 
"As the UN organisation responsible for overseeing the management of the world’s radiocommunication resources, ITU is aware of 
the importance of effective regulation of the frequency spectrum in supporting the continued deployment of new technologies. We 
are working to build consensus in areas such as national spectrum allocation; the importance of interference mitigation and 
spectrum quality among others. " 
 

Article from: ee publishers - Ed 
 
Hints for lead-free soldering 
 
 
For rework and repair use the same alloy that was used for the production of the boards. Select the lowest possible working 
temperature, choose the biggest possible tip size for your task (rule of thumb: about the size of the solder pad). Make sure to use a 
well wetted tip to obtain the best heat transmission between the tip and the solder joint. Soldering in an inert gas environment 



increases the flow behaviour and reduces the need of flux; don’t use more flux than is needed. Work with soldering tools that 
provide high power output and the best thermal transfer. Use an intelligent soldering station with optimised temperature control and 
setback function to reduce the tip temperature when the iron is not in use. Preheat the boards with heating plates before repairing 
to reduce soldering time. Carry out sufficient testing to build up detailed flow charts to manage the changeover process to lead- free 
soldering. The soldering tip should be cleaned with a Weller WDC dry cleaner. R eactivate unwettable tips with the Weller Tip-Care-
Set. 
 
Contact Vangeli Glyptis, Allan McKinnon, Tel 011 704-3020, info@testerion.co.za 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Article from: ee publishers - Ed 
Digital terrestrial television - wlll SA make its 2013 deadline? 
by Gerhard Petrick 
 
 
Previous issues of EngineerIT have covered the controversial debate regarding digital terrestrial television (DTT) standards. In 
January 2011 EngineerIT (pg. 14) reported on the outcome of the SADC decision in November 2010. This decision was confirmed 
for South Africa on 14 January 2011 by the Minister of Communications, resulting in South Africa, and the region, adopting the 
most advanced DTT standard, known as the second generation digital video broadcasting for terrestrial broadcasting, or DVB-T2. 
  
Recent announcements have stated that DTT services will launch in April 2012 and analogue television transmission will be 
switched off in December 2013. However these dates do not seem to be based on rational and informed analysis of the task ahead 
nor the time it has taken other countries to migrate from analogue television to digital. What seems to be forgotten is that the 
migration to digital terrestrial television is not about spectrum efficiency, standards or set-top boxes but about the home, access to 
information and the rights and lives of ordinary South Africans.  
 
Implementation challenges 
 
In May 2011 the Southern African Digital Broadcasting Association (SADIBA) presented a diagram to outline the complex 
interrelated process that would have to be coordinated and support each other  to  ensure a successful migration.  
 
As can be seen in Fig.1, network coverage, compelling content, availability of affordable receiver solutions, the ability to acquire a 
DTT receiver and the ability to successfully install and operate the receiver (and have access to the network coverage) are all 
equally important and interrelated. If any of these aspects fall away migration will stall.  
 
Migration is all about the home 
 
The change to digital will have a significant impact on every television household in South Africa as viewers will need to have a 
DTT receiver before they can view the digital transmissions and before the analogue networks can be switched off.  
 
This DTT receiver could be a set-top box that can receive the DTT signal and display it on an existing television set, but may very 
well be an integrated digital television set, a pocket TV or even the ultra-low-cost USB-type receiver.  
 
The rhetoric about timelines and analogue television switch-off dates is the fact that migration to digital will be determined by 
consumers. Regardless of policy or switch-off dates proclaimed, if the consumer does not acquire a digital receiver and get it to 
work successfully in the home, there is no migration!  
 
Content is king 
 
From the success stories around the world we learn that compelling content is by far the biggest driver for consumer uptake and a 
successful migration. If there is great content, consumers mobilise by themselves to acquire a DTT receiver and start viewing digital 
services.  
 
This may be the first hurdle in the SA process as it is unclear what "new content" would be available. The Independent 

Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) would have to authorise any such 
new content services.  
 
 
  
Fig. 1: The digital migration process  
consists of numerous interrelated  
projects and deliverables that  
need to be in place and  
coordinated in order to  
ensure success  
(www.sadiba.org)  
 
 

Receiver manufacturing 
 
International success stories show that an open market structure that allows manufacturers to compete for sales of universal free-
to-air DTT receivers results in downward pressure on prices and reduced barriers to entry. 
Any unique features or non-standard requirements increase the cost and affect the offset market for manufacturers.  
The desire to incentivise local manufacture of set-top boxes (STBs) in South Africa has been expressed repeatedly. In order to 
establish a stable manufacturing environment, firm orders for a steady supply of STBs would be required. Local manufacture is 

mailto:info@testerion.co.za


likely to be sporadic and dependent on retail sales and follow-up orders placed. It is likely that small production volumes would 
constitute the first set of deliveries and that manufacturers would await positive sales figures and follow-up orders before running 
subsequent production batches. Considering that electronic components currently have an approximate 25-week delivery lead time 
we can expect delays between every follow-up order and the subsequent production batch of well beyond 25 weeks. 
 
The local specification for STBs adds many unique requirements and a controversial and undefined feature called set-top box 
control is likely to delay the commencement of manufacturing for some time to come. 
 
Trends  internationally show that consumers don’t really want a STB but prefer to buy  
an integrated digital television set. While the STB will play a key role in the transition to digital broadcasting and we will see the 
local manufacturers produce DTT STBs, the international trend is towards fitting digital receivers for free-to-air television into all 
television sets produced.  
 
The Communications Market Digital Progress Report published by the UK regulator for Q1 2011 reports that "Integrated digital 
television sets (IDTVs) accounted for over 81,3% of sales (2,6-million units). Almost all TV sets sold (99,6%) included an integrated 
digital decoder. Freeview set-top boxes accounted for over 596 000 sales in the quarter, down by 30,3% on Q1 2010." 
 
The demand clearly is for a low cost integrated receiver that can receive all the free-to-air services without complications.  
 
Network coverage 
 
Network coverage is a prerequisite for digital migration. It is critically important that no receivers are sold or marketed before stable 
and reliable network coverage is available. It is foreseen that many areas currently served by marginal analogue television signals 
will have insufficient digital signal for a DTT receiver to properly lock and operate.  
 
It is important to consider which areas may be best served by satellite transmissions rather than costly terrestrial infrastructure. 
Direct to home satellite transmissions will play a key role in providing universal access to television services in the less densely 
populated areas as well as the areas impacted by the Square Kilometre Array radio reserve in the Karoo. 
 
Network availability for an April 2012 launch 
 
Broadcast signal distribution company Sentech has, with government funding, started the roll-out of transmission infrastructure for 
DTT in SA. While the basic transmitter infrastructure is already in place to provide signals to around 60% of the SA population, 
upgrades are still required to DTT receiver availability for an April 2012 launch. Almost immediately after the formal announcement 
on the standard in January 2011, the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) started the process of adopting the DVB-T2 
transmission standard and revising SANS 862, the minimum standard for free-to-air digital set-top box receivers, to include all the 
performance features required for the second generation system.  
 
While there seems to be general consensus on all DVB-T2 changes and amendments required, the SABS committee has seen a 
huge change in how stakeholders interpret the policy requirement for an STB control mechanism. The SANS 862:2009 version was 
based on a STB control solution that would not have encrypted audio and video services. This interpretation seems to have been 
confirmed by policy amendments published in August 2011. While free-to-air broadcasters had in the past clearly stated that any 
mechanism that would encrypt the audio and video services (as is the practice for pay TV services) would be unacceptable, in July 
2011 they recommend that the STB control mechanism be based on full conditional access system and encryption of all television 
signals in South Africa.  
 
Hidden behind this engineering discussion on an STB control mechanism are numerous fundamental concerns. These include 
concerns about the cost of the mechanism, the additional operational requirements for call centres and complex and costly 
backend systems and the additional complexity passed on to the consumer. Other concerns relate to how encryption of all services 
in South Africa will impact on the public and the right to access information, and having a gatekeeper and mechanism that would 
allow someone to unilaterally switch off a household’s access to television. These aspects are likely to delay the finalisation of the 
revised STB standard for some time.  
 
Regulations and channel authorisation  
 
On 20 September 2011 ICASA announced in parliament its intention to withdraw the current DTT regulations, consult and issue 
new regulations by December 2011. ICASA’s previous attempts to review and finalise the DTT regulations were countered with 
litigation. Now that broadcasters have prepared business cases, channel plans and invested in long running trial broadcasts based 
on the current regulations, one can’t but predict that any attempt to change the regulations this late in the day will end in litigation. 
Litigation could add months if not years of delays.  
 
The importance of knowing what new and compelling content would be available on DTT and when cannot be overstated. This will 
be essential for manufacturers and retailers to assess the likely demand for DTT receivers. With uncertainty on the regulations and 
the content that might or might not become available, manufacturers and retailers are unlikely to gear up for large volume 
production and distribution of DTT receivers. High volume production, distribution and retail sales would be essential if South 
Africans are to have access to DTT receivers by December 2013 and the published switch-off date for analogue television.  
 
South Africa is at a critically important juncture as it takes its first steps into the digital broadcasting future. Surely this must be a 
future of growth, access to services and development and not of frustrations, delays, increased financial burdens and broken 
promises. Now is the time for simplicity, clarity, transparency and action.  
 
Contact Gerhard Petrick, gerhard.petrick@gmail.com    
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd Tuesday of 
the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a nominal price, Swap Shop held quarterly on last Saturday 
of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different venues. 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the third Tuesday of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 18h00. 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  recording of 
the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in summer and 
continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later on. 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 AR Newsline and thereafter a simplex net hosted by Derek ZS5DM, also the DSTAR Net on 144.925Mhz 
Tuesdays 19.30 Digital Modes Net  with Colin ZS5CF and Craig ZS5F 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alvin ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 20.00 Vacant 
Saturdays 19.30 Vacant 

Sundays 19.15 Vacant. 
 
The SARL Presidents Net can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650MHz repeater whenever the Intecnet is 
scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to 
them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR) Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address 
is hotline@harc.org.za, physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday quarterly starting at 11h00 for 11h30  at different venues.   .-See calendar of events 
 
APRS 
Mobile AND base stations should use WIDE5-5 (or less) for their UNPROTO paths. Mobile beacon rates should be at about 1min 
intervals, while home stations should be set at 60min. "Voice Alert" ctcss tone should be set to 136.5Hz only on mobiles. 
 
PACKET RADIO-News from ZR5S 
For those wanting to work packet radio, a PBBS (small mailbox) is available on ZS0PMB-1 on the aprs freq of 144.800Mhz. For 
those not able to access ZS0PMB direct, you can connect to it by typing C ZS0PMB-1 v ZS0DBN. 
APRS traffic is minimal at this stage so combining packet radio here should not cause interference. 
 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
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